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Notes from the Editor

Welcome! 
Thanks to all who sent quotes—they add a 

flavour of fun, and each causes a pause. The 

first two submitted were the same: “There 

have been great societies that did not use the 

wheel, but there have been no societies that 

did not tell stories.” (Ursula K. Le Guin). This 

was submitted by both Deb Marshall and 

Margriet Ruurs—a resonant quote indeed!

The pieces of work trickled in oh-so-slowly, 

and then came together with something for 

everyone. Sheryl McFarlane attended the 

Library of the Early Mind at UVic, and offers 

a full report; Kari-Lynn Winters brings 

welcome suggestions on publishing rhyming 

works; Laura Langston shares her thoughts on 

a text on craft; Ken Kilback (Regional 

Director extraordinaire) has given us 

wonderful updates on members' books and 

events. The next half year appears to be very 

exciting! Browse through with calendar at 

hand—you won't want to miss anything. 

Congratulations to all SCBWI members with 

new works/events. And best wishes to those 

of you working and writing for the love of 

creating story!

Alison Acheson and Gerald Garcia

Copyright Notice: All articles contained herein are the property of the authors. 
Please do not reprint without permission.

Volume Five Number Two

Farewell to the Red Gumboot
By Ken Kilback

In November 2008, a woman approached 
me with a certain determination while I attended 
the annual Hycroft event. The event at Hycroft, 
co-sponsored by the Vancouver Children's 
Literature Roundtable and the Children's Writers 
and Illustrators of BC Society, occurred during 
the 'TD Canadian Children's Book Week'; 
therefore, one could easily expect to see a large 
number of writers, illustrators, editors, and other 
interested people attending this celebration of 
quality Canadian literature for children and 
young adults from BC writers and illustrators. 



And that women who approached me was an editor and manuscripts from all genres, but we have since separated 
publisher! I recognized her from when I attended the out the workshops to a Picture Book one and a Middle 
Surrey International Writers' Festival a month earlier. Not Grade/Young Adult one.
that I actually had an opportunity to chat with her at the These workshops have been and continue to be a 
conference in Surrey, but I did attend a workshop at which wonderful experience each time we hold one. Crystal and 
she was one of the panellists on a topic of discussion. At Jared always provide wonderful feedback, whether it 
the time, I was the newly appointed Regional Advisor of tends towards the positive or negative.  They offer great 
SCBWI—Canada West. I happened to sit in the front row insights into various aspects of the stories that are read, 
during the panel discussion, and Michael Katz, publisher and they are always very generous with the breadth and 
of Tradewind Books, happened to promote SCBWI during depth of their knowledge. In addition, Crystal and Jared 
the workshop and pointed me out. have always been very generous with their time. 

That weekend in Surrey was the first time I'd ever Time was also something that they both put 
heard of the children's book publishing company, heavily into their publishing company. One cannot reliably 
Gumboot Books.  But I do remember the woman being one add up all the hours in a week that they spent reading 
of the better spokespersons on the panel. And then a manuscripts, answering emails, promoting the books of 
month later, that publisher was now approaching me at their authors and illustrators via many different avenues, 
another event. A writer's dream, of course. I even knew her taking care of all the business aspects of running a 
name already—Crystal Stranaghan! company, and more.

Though I could only dream that somehow she And more, indeed. 
knew I wrote wonderful picture books—though none had In September 2010, Crystal and Jared were also 
been published—and that she was walking over to offer the presenters at our first ever conference in Calgary, 
me a contract on the spot for one of my stories, that was another exciting milestone for Canada West and 
of course not the case. Instead, within a very short while, something that also happened somewhat earlier than I 
we were talking about plans. had expected it to. It was a turning point for us in being 

Plans for SCBWI—Canada West. able to offer something like that to our members outside 
I may have been the new RA at the time, but I did the Greater Vancouver area.

have plans, or at least dreams. Amongst other ideas, one Over these past few years, Crystal and Jared—and 
of the biggest dreams was to hold an annual conference thereby also, Gumboot Books—have been a wonderful 
in western Canada for children's writers and illustrators. supporter of children's writers and illustrators in general 
Crystal had ideas as well, one of them being a boat retreat and of SCBWI Canada West and its members in particular. 
for writers. Crystal herself is also a member; and she and Jared have 

As we talked, we started to focus more on the done so much to promote our society and to develop and 
idea of an annual conference. Since I'd just started as an promote the craft of its members.

stRA, I wanted to hold our first conference in 2010, which And so it is sad to know that as of March 1  2011, 
would give me time to get used to what I was doing and to Gumboot Books will be no more. Several different factors 
plan for the event. Crystal encouraged me to hold it in went into making such a difficult decision; and while the 
2009 instead; her reasoning nearly followed a direct quote decision may be the right one, it is nonetheless one that 
from a movie—“Build a conference, and people will come.” leaves SCBWI Canada West—and me—heartbroken, 

Well, she was right. Next thing I knew, I was especially after seeing how much of their own heart and 
planning for a May 2009 conference that was overflowing soul Crystal and Jared put into keeping the publishing 
with editors—Crystal and Jared (Senior Editor of Gumboot company on solid ground.
Books), Kallie George from Simply Read Books, R. David Crystal and Jared are not walking away from 
Stephens from Tradewind Books, and Alison Acheson (who SCBWI Canada West. They are still there to offer our 
has done freelance editing for some publishers).  It was a writers and illustrators their help. The monthly workshops 
very successful event, more than I thought possible; this are continuing, and they will both be speaking at our 
meant that we'd be celebrating our third annual conference in May 2011. In turn, we offer them our 
conference in 2011 instead of our second—or even our encouragement and support for what they choose to do 
first! now—writing, for certain!—and where their lives will take 

Also following that initial chat with Crystal at the them. And of course, we give them a big THANK YOU for all 
Hycroft event, SCBWI—Canada West started offering that they've done for us thus far. 
monthly workshops to writers. Our first two workshops So we are not saying goodbye to Crystal and 
were in February 2009, one called “Query Idol” and the Jared. But we are saying goodbye to something that was 
other called “Manuscript Idol.” They were both very very important to them both. 
successful and well-attended, and highly praised by the We are saying farewell to the red gumboot. 
people in attendance. The “Manuscript Idol” included 



Good NewsGood News
Good NewsGood News
Good NewsGood News
Good NewsGood News
Good NewsGood News
Good NewsGood News

Kingdom of Trolls by Winnipeg children's author that includes teaching her well-received Imaginary 

and illustrator Rae Worlds workshop at the Ojai Writer's Conference, 

Bridgman (Sybertooth Publications, 2011). Join Wil making a dozen bookstore and school visits, and 

and Sophie and sitting on various panels for NorwesCon (sci fi / 

their indomitable Aunt Violet on their Icelandic fantasy convention in Seattle). She's even pairing up 

adventures through with a fabric artist to do a faerie felting class. 

magical portals, journeys by magical Viking ship, 

and fantastic tours of

Iceland's Culture House, Saga Museum, Perfect  Laura Langston's latest YA, Last Ride, is now 

Products, the Museum of available from Orca Book Publishers. In Last Ride, 

Witchcraft and Sorcery, and the Museum of sixteen-year-old Tom Shields is struggling with guilt 

Icelandic Wonders! See and a ghost. He killed his best friend, Logan, in a 

http://www.raebridgman.ca/books/kingdomoftrolls/i street racing accident a year ago. As he tries to 

ndex.html for details. make amends to Logan's girlfriend and keep his 

promise not to race again, Tom is haunted by his 

Fly Catcher Boy, a bi-lingual children's book dead friend. What is Logan trying to tell him?

written in English and Japanese, will be performed 

in “kamishibai,” old-style Japanese storytelling, as  On Saturday March 12 Margriet's Ruur's new book, 

part of the on-stage entertainment for the Sakura Amazing Animals: The Remarkable Things That 
rdMatsuri (Cherry Blossom Festival) April 2 & 3 ,  Creatures Do, will be launched at ArtSpring on Salt 

from 10-5pm at Van Dusen Gardens, Vancouver, Spring Island. The original art by Vancouver artist 

B.C.  Sakura Days Japan Fair 2011 celebrates W. Allan Hancock will be on display. Also being 

modern and traditional Japan through the tea launched is the new edition of The Power of Poems 

ceremony, festival food, origami, ikebana (flower with a foreword by Arthur Black. Everyone is invited 

arranging), sake tastings, guided hanami tours to this event!

(flower viewing), and Haiku Invitational.  Festivities 

also include cultural performances of geisha dances,  Librarian, bookseller, storyteller, and author Deb 

taiko drumming, the Cherry Blossom Dance, Marshall has challenged readers to complete 12 

shakuhachi (bamboo flute), koto (Japanese harp), middle grade / young adult books by Canadian 

kimono demonstrations, martial arts performances authors this year (that's only one per month, folks!) 

and more!  Check out www.vcbf.ca for a full outline in her OH (MG/YA) Canada! Reading Challenge. 

of events. She's posted a helpful reading list on her website, 

 Fly Catcher Boy flew to Australia last month, which will also feature interviews, reviews, and 

visiting Tania McCartney, editor of Kids Book.  giveaways:  http://www.debamarshall.com/

Check out her review at www.kids-

bookreview.com/2011/01/review-fly-catcher-  Read Dating Vancouver is an event exclusively 

boy.html.  for authors and library employees to mix and 

mingle in a “speed dating” type forum to discuss View “Kamishibai” on youtube, with author Rebecca 
and learn more about genres, authors, and library Kool doing a 2 minute “show and tell” about this 
patron interests. Authors published in the old-style Japanese storytelling.  
commercial fiction genres of romance, mysteries, www.youtube.com/watch?v=gKp5ApvOY7s. 
thrillers, and children's and YA are invited to 

register to attend. For more information, visit  March 2011 marks the wide-launch of Danika 
http://readdatingvancouver.wordpress.com/Dinsmore's middle grade fantasy adventure novel 

Brigitta of the White Forest, the first book in her 

Faerie Tales from the White Forest series. Danika 

will embark on a month-long book tour in the U.S. 



Kristi Bridgeman, and Victoria Public 

Library Children's and Youth Services Library of the Early Mind: 
Coordinator, Tracy Kendrick, were led in a 

Children's Books, Creativity and 
lively discussion by moderator, Dr. 

Culture Pantaleo.  
by Sheryl McFarlane

 The film brimmed with the most 
 On January 20, 2011, the University of 

interesting interviews and insights. Creators 
Victoria hosted the Canadian premiere of 

Chris Van Allsburg, Daniel Handler (AKA 
the Library of the Early Mind: a grown-up 

Lemony Snicket), Mo Willems, and others, 
look at children's literature to a packed 

discussed creativity, their own work, the 
house of enthusiastic supporters of 

larger context of children's literature, and 
children's literature that included authors, 

its impact on children and the adults they 
illustrators, educators, librarians, parents, 

will become.
publishers and students.  The documentary 

film Library of the Early Mind, by Edward J. 
Gopnik's contributions were particularly 

Delaney and Steven Withrow, was inspired 
insightful: “…the deep lure of children's 

by and took its name from a 2008 article 
literature is that it offers at once the 

written by New York Times staff writer 
excitement of journey and adventure, and a 

Adam Gopnik, in which he refers to Jean 
safe return.”

de Brunhoff's Babar stories as part of the 

common language of childhood or “library 
Françoise Mouly, publisher of Toon Books, 

of the early mind.” 
likened children's books to an “every child's 

survival kit.” This theme was touched on 
 The filmmakers whittled more than 40 

repeatedly in the film. 
hours of interviews with creators, critics 

and others down to an 85-minute feature 
When it came to thoughts from creators, 

film treasury, full of insights into the world 
authors, and illustrators, comments ranged 

of creating children's books and the 
from why they chose to write for children 

importance of those books to children as 
to their responsibilities as professionals. 

well as our culture as a whole. The evening 
Natalie Babbitt, author of Tuck Everlasting, 

began with a children's book donation to 
was drawn to write for children because 

support family literacy within our 
she felt that her childhood was the most 

community. The Dean of Education, Dr. Ted 
important time of her life.  Chris Van 

Riecken, welcomed the audience and 
Allsburg was equally personal and 

introduced a children's literature panel 
described his compass as “my own 

consisting of local creators and children's 
interests” and what would best serve the 

literature related professionals. Dr. Sylvia 
story.  Author of The Giver, Lois Lowry felt 

Pantaleo, a researcher and education 
the worlds she builds (even the imagined 

professor specializing in children's 
ones) are and must be as real as those we 

literature introduced the film and gave a 
inhabit. Creativity, cultural impact, new 

little background on its creators. After the 
media, the importance of children's 

documentary was shown, the panelists, 
literature, and the ability of literature to 

including myself, Kid's Can Press editor 
open doors, were other subjects touched 

and non-fiction writer, Valerie Wyatt, 
on. 

Governor General short-listed illustrator, 



 film was over far too soon, leaving us not only 
      In addition to interviews with Adam Gopnik, to want more, but wishing a second viewing 
critics such as Horne Book's Roger Sutton was possible.  There was just so much to take 
and Anita Silvey were also surveyed.  Other in!  I can only hope that the Library of the 
important figures included Betsy Bird, librarian, Early Mind will soon be available on DVD. 
ALA juror, and A Fuse #8 Production creator, Every school, library, and writer will want one. 
and Arthur Levine, editor of the Harry Potter Thank you to Edward and Steve for devoting 
Books, who championed the importance of the time and resources to the creation of this 
offering children the very best. wonderful documentary.  Thank you to a 

fabulous panel for providing a Canadian 
I was particularly impressed that the perspective.  And thank you to Dr. Sylvia 

film's creators did not shy away from darker Pantaleo and The Department of Education of 
insights. Award-winning author/illustrator Jerry the University of Victoria for bringing it to 
Pinkney was critical of the lack of children's Canada. For more information on the 
books depicting inter-racial families.  Nancy documentary or where you can see it, visit 
Garden, author of Annie on My Mind, which www.libraryoftheearlymind.com/.
features a romantic relationship between two 
same-sex 17 year olds, complained that so Sheryl McFarlane is the author of more than a 
many gay characters in children's literature dozen books for children.  Follow her blog at 
either suffer tragic endings or recant their www.readingkidsbooks.blogspot.com 
sexual orientation. As well, author Grace Lin 
made the point that children's books have to 
appeal to “gate-keeper” adults to reach the 
hands of children, and must therefore appeal 
to both adults and children.  Perhaps the most 
difficult interview to watch was when illustrator 
David Small revealed his isolation as a child 
and his despair as a mid-career illustrator.  
Still, the dignity and honesty of his words and 
the body of his work are proof that even a 
creator's demons can lead to tremendous 
creativity: creativity that might in turn prove 
pivotal to other children and adults who have 
suffered similarly. 

Although the Library of the Early Mind 
was a wonderful documentary, its US-only 
orientation was compensated for by the 
panelists and audience members here at the 
Victoria event.   Discussions ran the gamut of 
the challenges of small Canadian publishers 
handing over their reins, to smaller print runs 
and increased costs of distribution.  Valerie 
Wyatt raised the idea of the importance of 
creative non-fiction to inspire, and Tracy 
Kendrick spoke about censorship from a 
Canadian library perspective. This full-length 



 

Writers' Quotes

Whether or not you write well, write bravely.

When one door of happiness closes, another  Bill Stout 
opens; but often we look so long at the closed 

door that we do not see the one which has Everything that is not writing is research.
been opened for us. 

Bernadette Mayer 
Helen Keller

 (from Deb Marshall)A writer is somebody for whom writing is 

more difficult than it is for other people. 
You have to write something you love so 

much it doesn't even cross your mind to ask,  Thomas Mann (from Danika Dinsmore)
'am I wasting my time' because to NOT write 

it would be wasting your heart.  

Miss Snark   

(from Lindsay Carmichael)

I write for the same reason I breathe - because 

if I didn't, I would die.

 Ruth Rendell 

I was working on the proof of one of my 

poems all the morning and took out a 

comma.  In the afternoon, I put it back in.

 Mark Twain 

The man who does not read good books has 

no advantage over the man who can't read 

them. 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt 

The two most engaging powers of an author 

are to make new things familiar, and familiar 

things new. 

 Groucho Marx (from Sheryl McFarlane)

 

Fill your paper with the breathings of your 

heart.

 William Wordsworth 

But let's just say that the pigeon will get to 

drive the bus the day Charlie Brown gets to 

kick the football. 

Mo Willems 

 

I don't think that we can consciously put the 

magic in; it doesn't work that way. When the 

magic comes, it's a gift.

 Madeleine L'Engle 

 

There in my hand lay the material 

realization of all the dreams and hopes and 

ambitions and struggles of my whole 

conscious existence—my first book! Not a 

great book at all—but mine, mine, 

mine—something to which I had given 

birth—something which, but for me, would 

never have existed. 

Lucy Maud Montgomery

 (from Ken Kilback)

Writing is an act of faith, not a trick of 

grammar.

 E. B. White 

www.misssnark.blogspot.com



 to the Calgary event. And at the end of the CCBFC, 

the books were once again packaged up in some way 

and given out as door prizes. Once again, 

SCBWI—Canada West and its members were thanked  Members' Book Display:
for their generosity. THANK YOU!
At both SiWC and CCBFC, we had great 

opportunities to meet up with people and promote 
by Ken Kilback

both SCBWI—Canada West and its members (and of 

course, its members' books). We could not have 
In Fall 2010, SCBWI—Canada West had display tables 

enjoyed the success we did at these events without 
at both the Surrey International Writers' Conference 

the support and contribution of our members. So a 
(SiWC) and the Calgary Children's Book Fair & 

big THANK YOU to everyone who helped out!
Conference (CCBFC). 

For those who may not know, SiWC is an annual 

three-day conference in mid-October for writers of 
The following is a list of our members who donated 

all genres, from horror to mystery, from romance to 
books to the display tables and therefore also to door 

historical, from juvenile to screenplay, from memoir 
prizes at these events:

to non-fiction. And that also means there were a wide 
· Janet Gurtler (J.E. MacLeod), Waiting to Score

variety of presenters. Authors giving workshops at 
· Jan Markley, Dead Frog on the Porch

this event included Chris (CC) Humphreys, Arthur 
· Oliver Neubert, Chantel's Quest for the 

Slade, and Tim Wynne-Jones. Editors presenting here 
Enchanted Medallion and Chantel's Quest: The Golden 

included Susan Chang (Children's & Young Adult 
Sword 

Division, Tor Books), Kallie George (Simply Read 
· Joelle Anthony, Restoring Harmony 

Books), and Annette Pollert (Simon Pulse).  And if you 
· Mary McKenna Siddals, Compost Stew and 

wanted to meet up with an agent, you could try Sally 
Millions of Snowflakes

Harding from the Cooke Agency or Carolyn Swayze 
· Frances Hern, Norman Bethune: The Incredible 

from the Carolyn Swayze. 
Life and Tragic Death of a Revered Canadian Doctor 

This was our second year having a display table at 
and Arctic Explorers: In Search of the Northwest Passage 

SiWC. We shared a table with our own newsletter 
· Rebecca Kool, Fly Catcher Boy

editor, Alison Acheson.  We had enough materials, 
· Claire Eamer, Spiked Scorpions and Walking 

though, that could easily have spread across a full 
Whales: Modern Animals, Ancient Animals, and Water; 

table. After being on the display table over the 
Super Crocs and Monster Wings: Modern Animals' 

weekend, these donations were then packaged up in 
Ancient Past; Lizards in the Sky: Animals Where You 

some way and given to the conference to be handed 
Least Expect Them; and Traitors' Gate: And Other 

out as door prizes.
Doorways to the Past

Several SiWC organizers expressed their thankfulness 
· Alison Acheson, Molly's Cue

at the generosity of SCBWI—Canada West and its 
· Deborah Hodge, Whales; Ants; Who Lives Here? 

members.
Savannah Animals; Who Lives Here? Forest Animals; 

In addition, we had a display table at the Calgary 
Bees; and Eagles

Children's Book Fair & Conference, a one-day event 
· Tina Powell, Freddy and the Blue Jays and Hi! 

in late November. Many of our members donated two 
I'm the New Baby 

copies of their books, one copy for our display table 
Thanks again to all of you!!

at SiWC and one for our display table at the CCBFC. 
Ken Kilback is the Regional Advisor of SCBWI 

Other members donated multiple titles, in which case 
Canada West

all these titles were displayed at the SiWC; at the end 

of the conference in Surrey, half the titles were given 

out as door prizes while the other half were sent on 



Publishing Rhymes in Difficult Times She spends a great deal of time not only 

by Kari-Lynn Winters ensuring that they work on the page, but 

also multimodally.  Here is an example:

Getting published can be difficult, 

especially in today's economy. But getting BERRY HEAD
your rhyming picture book manuscripts or by Carol-Ann Hoyte
rhyming poetry collections published can 

be even more challenging. A strawberry wears

a green beret,
Why is it So Difficult to Get shaped like a star,

on its head.Rhyming Manuscripts Published?
You may ask yourself, “Why is it so 

It wears its seeds,difficult to get rhyming poetry published?” 
like yellow freckles,or “Don't kids love rhymes?” or “What about 
on the inside outDr. Suess—people love his rhyming books, 

instead.don't they?” The answer is multi-layered.  

First, as prolific poet Carol-Ann Hoyte 
Not only is Berry Head quirky and fresh, it states, “Many submitted poems have been 
makes sense, and it can be easily spoken and poorly executed.  Editors get tired of it.” I 
performed.  explored this idea by speaking with two 
Award-winning Canadian poet Robert editors and two publishers from four 
Heidbreder agrees. He reflects, “For me it is Canadian publishing companies. Three of 
mostly about sound—what sounds natural, the four agreed. One of the publishers said, 
but it has to be exciting too.” And if you have “All too often, people send in poetry that is 
ever had the opportunity to hear Robert not ready. The plot is not layered enough 
perform one of his poems, you can see that his and the rhymes are not nuanced. It is a 
poems are delivered through his vocal mistake to choose the first rhyme that 
inflections, his facial expressions, and his comes to mind.”  Another spoke of the 
gestures. Years ago I had the opportunity to dreaded poems she has found in the slush 
hear his rendering of his rhyming picture pile. She went on to say, “What some writers 
book, Drumheller Dinosaur Dance (Kids do not realize is that even short rhyming 
Can Press, 2004) and I was mesmerized from manuscripts, like fine wine, require 
the moment he took the stage. significant time and constant care.” I 
With wild tambourines they shimmy and couldn't agree more—even a short rhyming 

shake.picture book (75 words) such as On My 
They rock and they roll—it's a dino Walk (Tradewind Books, 2009) took me 
earthquake.two years to write/rewrite.  In other words, 
Boomity-boom just because it is brief, doesn't mean that is 

Rattely-clacktakes less rigor. 
Thumpity-thumpSecond, poems need to be multimodal. This 

Whickety-wack….    means that they not only need to work for 
(pp.16-17)the eye, but for the mouth, the ear, and the 

body as well. Hoyte's poems are sensory. 



Even today when I pick up the book, his words stories, and art work.”  Weston goes on to say, before 

resonate in my ears, my spine, my feet, my you submit, “Think to yourself, Is my work as good 

hands—they make me want to move! as or better than Dr. Suess' because it needs to be.” 

Loris Lesynski has a similar appeal when Fitch and Weston touch on some important 

she performs her poems. Audience members can't points: a) though you want your poetry to be catchy 

help but tap or clap along. But she goes a step and readable, it doesn't need to sound robotic; and 

further than most amateur poets by designing how b) it needs to make sense and further the story.  My 

she will present the poems after publication. She number one rule for poems and rhyming picture 

plans for and encourages multimodal responses books is never compromise the meaning for the 

such as rebound reading or soundscapes (see her sake of making a rhyme; doing this only makes you 

website for details appear lazy to editors and publishers.

http://www.lorislesynski.com/activities- A fourth reason why fewer rhyming texts 

dirtydog.html#sos), making her collection even are published has to do with the publishers 

more delightful. Designing in this way is crucial if themselves. As Heidbreder mentions, “Rhyming 

you want to be published—because books don't sell texts require a different kind of editing.  And a 

themselves and because publishers want to know different kind of marketing.” He's right. Editors need 

how you will promote their product. to be skilled in word usage and intuitive enough to 

A third reason why rhymes are difficult to notice the nuances of the author's patterning and 

get published is because the author is more focused voice. Additionally, because so many poem have 

on the form or patterning rather than on the story been “dissected to death in school, marketing is 

itself. Poet extraordinaire, Sheree Fitch states, “The more of a sell job” (Heidbreder, 2010). 

unrelenting cadence of iambic pentameter and Dr Well-loved Canadian poet Tiffany Stones 

Suessian imitations are a dime a dozen.”  Fitch's states, “Publishers believe that collections might not 

rhythms, on the other hand are meaningful and sell or that they will never get translated.” Stone 

varied.  realizes that translating rhymes can be challenging. 

First there were gorillas For example, though Stone's poems in the 

In a grand ballet aRHYTHMetic collection (Gumboot Books, 2009) 

Piroutte have been translated into French (aRYTHMétique, 

Arabesque Gumboot Books, 2010), the publishers needed to 

Plié hire a children's author in her own right (Christine 

Sauté Jutras-Tarakdjian)—not merely a translator. For 

word-for-word translations don't often work with 

They wore ballerina slippers rhyming texts. This idea is demonstrated below in 

And purple fishnet socks the English and French renditions of Stone's poem, 

And when they danced “Third in the Herd.” 

The city shook 

For forty-nine blocks Third in the Herd

So … (There Were Monkeys In My Kitchen, I'm third in the herd 
Doubleday, 1994, pp. 6-7) And I'm proud of it.

Just when you think she will add an Third in the herd is a perfect fit.
identical stanza, she shifts the patterning for the One cow, two cows,
sake of the meaning. Three—that's me.

Rob Paul Weston, winner of the 2010 Silver Third in the herd's 
Birch Award for his rhyming fantasy novel     where I want to be.

Zorgamazoo (Penguin, 2008) argues, “The rhythms 

need to be consistent, but not too consistent or they 

may sound robotic… In a way, Dr. Suess ruined it 

for all of us. He had it all. His books were a lot 

more than just silly rhymes for kids.  They 

included relevant themes, perfect rhymes, good 



Le Troisieme du Troupeau

Je suis le troisieme du troupeau

Et croyez-moi j'en suis fier.

Etre le troisieme du troupeau,

c'est vraiment extraordinaire!

Un bison, deux bisons…

Je suis le numbéro trois.

Le troisieme du troupeau, 

                                                             c'est ma place a moi.

Dr. Kari-Lynn Winters is the author of seven rhyming texts (picture books and poetry 
collections). She lives in St. Catharines, ON and is employed at Brock University as an 
assistant professor.

Here, Jutras-Tarakdjian not only captures the meaning of the poem, she also interweaves the original 

author's rhythms, voice, and intention for the poem.

 
What you can do to put your best foot forward?

If the above information leaves you feeling confused and disempowered, do not let it. Instead 

think about what you can do. Here are some suggestions for you.

                                    
   .

Publishing rhymes in picture books and collections is possible. These are some of the strategies 

that have worked for me…but most importantly—don't give up.  The world needs to hear your 

unique rhyming voice!

                                                     ead other rhyming texts.

                                                  Ensure your r ymes tell a good story.

              Compromising meaning for rh mes appears careless or amateur.

                                       Make your poems ultimodal.

          Take your time. Subm t only when you are 110% ready

     Choose the less obvious word, maki g your poem more delicious.

    Within stanzas, line lengths can chan e.
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Illustration by Theresa Henry-Smith



me new perspective. For instance, in Book Review point number thirty (the key to reader 

bonding is falling in love with the Lead) 
(please note that only books on the writing craft and 

he talks about the negative lead or illustration can be reviewed for the Western Tale Spinner)
antihero in a way that helped me reframe A Roadmap to Victory
my current work-in-progress. He believes 

all heroes, likable or unlikable, must have One of the best gifts in my stocking last 
grit, wit and it. Grit is guts; wit is mental Christmas was a copy of James Scott Bell's 
acuity (usually laced with humor); and it The Art of War For Writers. The book may 
is that inner something that makes the be pocket-sized but the content is all-
reader need to figure out what makes encompassing. Since Bell believes starting 
this person tick. Point number forty-eight and finishing a novel is a little like 
is all about RUE – resist the urge to fighting a series of battles, he has broken 
explain (in other words, show don't tell).  the book into three sections: 
His two examples are brief, to-the-point reconnaissance, tactics, and strategy. 
and helpful.  And when rejection gets you Along with learning the tools of our craft, 
down, turn to point number seventy-he addresses the fight we must launch 
three: Never assume the rejection of your against self-doubt and fear, as well as the 
stuff is also a rejection of you as a person need to understand the ever-changing 
. . . unless it's accompanied by a punch in landscape of the publishing industry. 
the nose.    Laura Langston 

There weren't many surprises in this 

book but Bell's way of putting things gave 

Illustration by Shantala Robinson



 

 
its Niagara Falls Conference and Retreat 

from May 13 through 15 2011 in Niagara Event Horizon Falls, Ontatio. Featured speakers include 

agent Josh Adams (Adams Literary); Senior 

Editor, Hilary Van Dusen (Candlewick By Ken Kilback
Press); Art Director Alan Jones 

(HarperCollins Canada); and authors The Society of Children's Book Writers 
Veronica Rossi and Terri Farley. For & Illustrators—Canada West presents its 
registration and conference details, go to third annual WestCwic: Western Canada 
www.scbwicanada.org/east. Children's Writers & Illustrators 
The Society of Children's Book Writers Conference on Saturday May 28 2011 at 
& Illustrators—Western Washington the Holiday Inn Express in Burnaby, B.C. 
Chapter presents its 20th Annual Featured speakers are Teresa Bubela (art 
Writing and Illustrating for Children director, Orca Book Publishers), Christi 
Conference on Saturday through Sunday, Howes (editor, Orca Book Publishers), Eileen 
April 16 and 17 2011 in Redmond, Cook (author), Kari-Lynn Winters (author), 
Washington. Featured guests include Crystal Stranaghan (author and editor), and 
authors Holly Black and Deborah Wiles; Jared Hunt (author and editor). For 
editors Liz Waniewski (Senior, Dial Books registration and conference details, go to 
for Young Readers) and Martha Mihalick www.scbwicanada.org/west (registration will 
(Associate, Greenwillow Books); agents Joe open by the beginning of March).
Monti (Barry Goldblatt Literary LLC and 

Marietta Zacker (Nancy Galit Literary SCBWI Canada West holds ongoing 
Agency); and SCBWI Executive Director, Lin workshops in the Vancouver area. Over the 
Oliver. Go to www.scbwi-washington.org next few months, these workshops will 
for registration and conference details. focus on Middle Grade & Young Adult 
The Oregon Coast Children's Book Manuscripts (March 16) and on Query 
Writers Workshop Summer 2011 is Letters & Synopses (April 13). For more 
happening the week of July 11 through 15 details go to www.scbwicanada.org/west 
2011 in Oceanside, Oregon. The and click on “Events” or contact Ken 
instructors for this year's summer Kilback at rawest@scbwicanada.org . 
workshop include authors David Greenberg 

and Elizabeth Rusch; agent Michelle SCBWI Canada West is holding a Special 
Andelman from Regal Literary; and Topic in Calgary, Alberta as part of its 
associate editors Noa Wheeler (Henry Holt Speakers Series on April 25 20ll. Author 
Books for Young Readers) and Martha Megan Kopp has over 80 non-fiction 
Mihalick (Greenwillow Books). Go to articles published in children's magazines 
www.occbww.com for registration and and four non-fiction titles published with 
conference details.Capstone Press. She will be speaking on 

Writing for Hire & The Non-Fiction 

Market. For details, contact Simon Rose at 

arawest@scbwicanada.org . 

The Society of Children's Book Writers 

& Illustrators—Canada East is presenting 



Good NewsGood News
Good NewsGood News
Good NewsGood News
Good NewsGood News
Good NewsGood News
Good NewsGood News

 The annual Vancouver International More Good News 
Children's Festival takes place from May 

Congratulations, bells and whistles sounding for 
30 through June 5 2011 at its new all our writers and illustrators who, despite 

location on Granville Island in Vancouver. current difficult times in the publishing industry, 

have succeeded in getting their work published. Lots of fun stuff for kids and parents and 
Well done! You are an inspiration to us all.children's writers and illustrators alike! For 
 

more information, go to 
Gloria Blanchard writes:  My article “The Drums 

. Speak” appeared in the February issue of Cricket 
magazine. It describes a unique way western 

The Canadian Society of Children's Africans traded for salt with northern trans-Saharan 
merchants before salt became commonly available Authors, Illustrators, and Performers 
in Africa.presents the Prairie Horizons Conference 

in Lumsden, Saskatchewan on September Way to go, Gloria! Being published by Cricket 
Magazine is much to chirp about16 through 18 2011. This event is held 

every two years, and this year author Shane Good News from Eileen Cook:
Peacock will be the keynote speaker. Also, 

I am pleased to announce the release of my YA 
look for the annual Packaging Your book, "The Education of Hailey" Kendrick (Simon 

Imagination conference to be held in Pulse). I am also happy that it received a starred 

Kirkus review! "Hailey may be an A student November 2011 in Toronto. Check in at 
headed to the Ivy League, but when it comes to  for registration and 
taking a chance on life, she's clueless. She's also 

conference details as they become available. 
enormously appealing and great company 

throughout this breezy read. Yes, it's chick lit, but 
The Surrey International Writers' of the highest quality-- like a gourmet truffle. 

Cook has whipped up a real treat." Kirkus Conference is happening Friday through 
starred review.Sunday October 21, 22, and 23 2011 in 

Surrey, B.C. This year's program is not yet 

posted, but check in at  for Margriet Ruur is pleased to announce her newest 
book "Amazing Animals" will be released on registration and conference details as they 
Saturday March 12, 2011 at 2 P.M. at a book launch at become available. Every year, there are 
ArtSpring on Saltspring Island. "Amazing Animals" guest speakers from the world of children's 
is a non-fiction book filled with mind-blowing 

writing and publishing.
facts about animals, including the largest and 
fastest. Allan W. Hancock's illustrations will be on 

thVancouver's 17  Annual The Word on the display at the event.
Street festival will be held on Sunday Margriet is touring international schools in the 
September 25 2011 from 11:00 a.m. to Middle East in January and February.
5:00 p.m. at Library Square and CBC Plaza 

in downtown Vancouver. Go to 
http://thewordonthestreet.ca/vancouver/home  Kari-Lynn Winters' and Christina Leist's book, 

On My Walk (Tradewind Books, 2009), has been for details as they become available. 
nominated for the 2011 Chocolate Lily Awards.  Note: SCBWI Canada West distributes 
Kari-Lynn will be touring BC in May, 2011 to 

information about events, but passing along 
celebrate this occasion. And this same book has 

this information does not constitute an been put on the Toronto Public Library's  First 
endorsement. Interested persons must follow and Best List for 2011.

up on all aspects of these events on their own. 
 

www.childrensfestival.ca

www.canscaip.org/pyi

www.eileencook.com

www.siwc.ca

margriet@margrietruurs.com

http://kariwinters.com/
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